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1.) MOTIVATION

 Calls for technology sovereignty (TS) in Europe are getting louder
 Growing geopolitical uncertainties
 Threat of global trade conflicts
 Since March 2020: COVID 19-crisis
 Increasing conflict between technology sovereignty and the dominant economic model
 Consideration of TS carefully and differentiated:
 TS in the context of economic and innovation sovereignty
 Functional context of technologies in sovereign tasks, society and economy
 Criteria to determine the necessity and degree of TS
 Recommendations to avoid one-sided dependencies and to strengthen resilience
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2.) DEFINITION- WHAT IS TECHNOLOGY SOVEREIGNTY?

Ability
of a state or a federation of states
to develop technologies it deems critical for its welfare, competitiveness, and ability to
act
or source these
from other economic areas without one-sided structural dependency
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Source: Edler et al (2020)
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3.) ANALYTICAL QUESTIONS I

1. Criticality: is a technology currently or in future indispensable?
To what extent could access to it be threatened by external shocks?
2. For what spatial-political space is TS to be defined?
3. What is the time scale
4. In which functional context is a technology critical?
a. contribution to economic competitiveness
b. contribution to meeting key societal needs
c.
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contribution to sovereign tasks?

Source: Edler et al (2020)
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3) ANALYTICAL QUESTIONS II

Determining the degree of TS:
 Do own competencies and resources already exist?
Is there a possibility to develop the necessary competencies and resources ourselves if
needed?
a. Does access exist to resources, competencies, and upstream services of third parties?
b. Are technological alternatives (substitutes) available?
Constraints on technology sovereignty are to be feared if all of the above have to be
negated
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4.) METHODS FOR ANALYZING TS

a) Own competencies and resources
 Patent analysis and derived indicators such as patent shares and specialization
 Bibliometric analysis and derived indicators such as publication shares and specialization
 Analysis of the contribution of individual countries to global or – leading – national
standards, possibly in the context of their own patent portfolio
 Analysis of technology- and resource-specific production statistics
 Analysis of technology-specific export shares
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4.) METHODS FOR ANALYZING TS

b) Dependence and access to competencies and resources
 Analysis of international standards, patent pools and Open Source repositories
 Analysis of trade balances grouped and analyzed by technology
 Complexity indices
 Analysis of international trade behavior, such as WTO compliance
 Analysis of the World Bank’s World Governance Index, various corruption indices and
indices on the form of governance
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5.) CASE STUDY: 5G TECHNOLOGIES
GERMAN AND EU PERSPECTIVE

Status Quo

ISI-concept broadens scope and options

 Focus on dependency on Huawei and
China

 Re-evaluation of

 Several national strategies instead of one
European strategy

 System boundaries
 Degree of TS
 Supply risk
 Possible substitutes
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5.) CASE STUDY B: 5G TECHNOLOGIES
-ANALYSISSystem boundaries

Degree of TS

 Shared European culture and values

 Patent and bibliometric analysis:

 great importance to the free exchange of
information,
 5G technologies critical for:
 Maintaining public services
 Safeguarding sovereign tasks
 Ensuring economic success in almost
every industrial sector

 Considerable knowledge- and
technological production base in
Europe (e.g. European companies account for
17 percent of total 5G patents worldwide)

 European firms among the
internationally most active technology
developers and manufacturers of 5G
network components (e.g. Nokia, Ericsson,
Adva Optical Networking with excellent
knowledge base (e.g. Graphene Flagship))

 No one-sided dependency on Huawei/
China
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5.) CASE STUDY B: 5G TECHNOLOGIES
-ANALYSISSupply risk

Substitution possibilities?

 Analysis of patents, compliance- and
trade data:

 Patent- and bibliometric analysis, analysis
of international standards

 Both in Europe and other global
regions (South Korea, USA) are several
potential producers and suppliers
 E.g. Samsung and LG Electronics
(South Korea) rank among the top
five companies worldwide
 A differentiated view of the supply risk
is therefore required
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 Europe is one of the leading
innovation regions in the field of 5Gmaterials
 Europe has potential to develop
substitution technologies

5.) CASE STUDY B: 5G TECHNOLOGIES
-STRATEGIC OPTIONS 5G TS has multiple layers
 Analysis broadens discussion for strategic options:
 Short term:
 Expanding supply relationships with the European 5G suppliers in
 Setting up further supply relationships with leading companies, e.g. from South Korea
 Medium Term:
 Establishment of 5G as European topic
 Developing a better European innovation eco-system
 Bundling and crosslinking of competences in research and industry
 Further development of European standardization
 International scientific co-operation
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6.) STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH CHALLENGES
RELATED TO TS
 Strategic Intelligence
 Exact analysis of criticality (what/ when) and of structural dependencies
 Providing the competencies for the complex analysis to determine the necessity of
technology sovereignty and to develop the necessary methods
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- TS Strategies
 Investments in research and development
 International research cooperation and technology partnerships
 Actively influencing standards
 Creating regulatory framework conditions in critical technology fields
 Promoting innovation-oriented procurement
 Strengthening international organizations such as the WTO
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7.) WHAT MIGHT IT MEAN FOR DEVELOPING AND CATCHINGUP COUNTRIES?
 Reflection on what are “critical” technologies: for economic and other reasons!
 Understanding position in value chains and specific “value” for that chain (capacities,
assets, markets)
 Positioning, if and as necessary, within the geo-political tensions
 Investing in technological capabilities
 Complement innovation and industrial policy: support of national firms and capacities to
support value chain position or specific USP
 Be proactive and very explicit in developing mutually trustful relationships (including
good governance)
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8.) CONCLUSION
-BABY AND THE BATHWATER Technological developments and geo-politics: a new relationship
 TS as national “self-protection” (Polyani, cited in Penna 2022) may not lead to
abandoning basic idea of liberal world trade and division of labour
 Opportunity: to develop
 trustful interdependencies and more awareness about value chain positions and
capacity for catching up
 regional inter-national networks of developing/emerging countries to reduce
dependencies and to become more attractive as partners
 Threat:
 if taken too far in developed world might drive developing countries out of value
chains
 countries forced to “decide” between economic blocks (?)
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See also
Structured Conversations III: Technological
Innovation and the Digital Economy (CEBRI)
(2021).
https://www.cebri.org/en/doc/240/structuredconversations-iii-technological-innovation-andthe-digital-economy
From a Brazilian Perspective: Caetano Penna
(2022): Technological Innovation and the digital
economy. A “New” Political Economy of
Technological Innovation Strategies in the PostPandemic World? (CEBRI/Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung)

Edler, Jakob; Blind, Knut; Frietsch,
Rainer; Kimpeler, Simone; Kroll,
Henning; Lerch, Christian, Schubert, T.;
Schuler, J.; Walz, R. (2020): Technology
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Edler, Jakob; Blind, Knut; Kroll, Henning;
Schubert, Torben (2021): Technology
Sovereignty as an Emerging Frame for
Innovation Policy. Defining Rationales,
Ends and Means.
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ANNEX CASE STUDY A: INDUSTRY 4.0 AND ROBOTICS

Status quo

ISI-concept broadens scope and options

 Europe’s major industrial nations have a
significantly above-average technology
sovereignty (global leadership)
(increasingly exceptional situation)

 System boundaries

 Nevertheless, there is still a considerable
dependence on non-European producers
with regard to key intermediate inputs in
the field of microelectronics

 Identification of risks

 Strategic task: maintaining TS
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 Distribution of competences within EU
 Key role of global markets
 Supply-risks
 Limited substitution options

CASE STUDY A: INDUSTRY 4.0 AND ROBOTICS
-ANALYSISSystem boundaries

Degree of TS

 The EU forms the geographical and
political frame of reference

 Patent analysis, export data:

 However, Europe‘s TS is only based on the
activities of a couple of countries
 Europe needs global markets (Asia, USA)
to transfer their technological
competences into value creation and
prosperity
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 Europe’s major industrial nations have
a significantly above-average TS
 Other European nations still have low
TS, while non-European countries
increasingly catch up
 There is an increasing considerable
dependence on non-European
producers with regard to key
intermediate inputs in the field of
microelectronics.

CASE STUDY A: INDUSTRY 4.0 AND ROBOTICS
-ANALYSISSupply risk

Substitution possibilities?

 Patent analysis, export data:

 Patent analysis, export data:

 There is a supply risk in particular with
regard to key hardware components
required in the production of Industry
4.0 and robotic devices.
 Corresponding chips and
microelectronic elements are not only
no longer manufactured in Europe,
but are also only partially designed
here.
 Europe is already clearly dependent
today on external supply chains for
major components and partially also
on specific manufacturing skills.
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 Technologies cannot be substituted by
other technologies from a systemic
perspective
 European companies have already
positioned themselves in specific,
higher-value areas of robotics
(complex application scenarios)
 Re-substitution of simpler, currently
imported technologies with
corresponding European products
should be possible, however
economically not always reasonable

CASE STUDY A: INDUSTRY 4.0 AND ROBOTICS
-STRATEGIC OPTIONS Anticipate technology developments and develop the associated required capacities
 Strengthen and update existing key competencies
 Create a systemic framework (cloud and data infrastructure), within which specifically
European competencies can be further developed
 Avoid that key competencies that set European companies apart from international
competitors are drained through external acquisitions
 Deliberately spread the supply risk in upstream areas where it does not make sense to
develop own competencies
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